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Yes, my name is kmc, and I am a
great lover of words and giving

pleasure to women who are obviously
sexy and of course, I love to receive
pleasure from. I will only do things
when my partner ask me to do it. If

you enjoy chatting with me and
getting to know each other in more
depth, feel free to visit my site and
get to know me better, and visit my
other profile and I look forward to

your return. mGlasgow to host
Conference match with Rotherham in

a league fixture in February 28
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November 2012 09:29 Dunfermline
Athletic are set to put Glasgow's
Highland Road End to the test in

February when they host fellow 2012
finalists Rotherham United in the

Second Qualifying round of the FA
Cup. Tigers manager Stuart McCall is
hoping Rangers' new Marassi Stadium
will provide the perfect backdrop for
their match with the Conference side
but he admits he will take nothing for
granted. "There's an interest in it but

that's no guarantee of how it will
come together," he said. "We had to
request that the match takes place at
Easter Road and that gives us time to
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put everything in place and also gives
us the best possible chance of getting

the ground ready for the event.
"Rotherham are in a similar situation
to us and we have to treat it as a first
round game and, of course, we want
to progress to the next stage. "The

bigger aim is to progress to the next
stage of the competition so we'd love
to progress to the second qualifying

round and it would be great if we beat
Rotherham to do that." McCall is

unsure what impact the
redevelopment of Hampden Park will

have on future fixtures but has an
idea of the experience he wants his
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players to take from visiting
Parkhead. "The new stadium will only
be two months old and it will be great

to give the players a chance to go
there with the same supporters who
made the trip to Inverness to see us

get promoted," he added. "Hopefully
we will be able to have a similar

atmosphere but it is a great
experience to have at Hampden,

which we are delighted to have the
chance of doing as it will be the first

time it has been open since 2002.
"We are fully aware of the history of
the place and we'd like to be able to
tell our supporters the full story as
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